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ABSTRACT. _ Pottery from the First Iron Age ne.
cropolis at Torre Mordillo (Spezzano Alb#,nesc:, eo.
sc:nu) is here investigated in order to ascertllin the
composition of its paste and the source of its raw
material.

lbc maCTO$COpic differences observed enable this
pouery to be divided into two well-defined groups
called Group A and Group B, respectivel)'. A
representati\'C number of samples from elch group
as wdl as samples from all the: rock units oot
cropping in the necropolis area ate anal)'ttd from
the mineralogical, petrographic and geochcmical
view point. All the: anal)'ses contribute to • better
understanding of pol1ery evidcna:; ~ical
investigation, in panicular, pcnnits to . the
source of the: matttial used for the Group A in
Torre Mordillo itseU. while that of the Group B
is not to be found either in the nttropolis area
Ot in its l:nvitOll$. Co~t1)', it can be SI.ted
that the vessels of the first group were ptoc:luced
locall)', whereas those of the: SC'CQnd were imponed.
lllC archaeological implications are remarkabl)' si·
gnificant in order to the reconstruction of the
socio-economic aspects of the First Iron Age cuI·
ture in Calabria.

RIASSUNTO. - La ceramica proveniente Jalla ne
cropoli ddla prima eta del ferro di Torre Mordillo
(Spczzano Albanesc:. Cosenza), viene qui esaminata
onde aCCenarne la composizione degli impasti e
la fome ddla materia prima.

Tale ceramica e divisa su base macroscopica in
due gruppi, A e B, nenamente differenzillti.

Un numero rappresentativo di campioni per ogni
gruppo e, per confronlO, una serie di campioni di
tutti i litotipi afDorami rn:Il'a!"Cll deila necropoli,
vengono SOIlOposli ad aoalisi mineralogica, pett().
grallca e geochimica. Tune le analisi efTeltuate
fomiscooo un contributo alia migliore COIlO5C:eflZa
della ceramica in questione; I'uhima, in parlicolarc:,
consc:nle di affermarc: cbe il materiale UUto per i
vasi dd gruppo A provir:ne dall'area della necropoli,
menlrc: qudlo del gruppo B non trova riscontro
ne rn:11l medcsima, ne ndle zone circosl8l1ti. Se DC'

deduce la produ:done locale dei primi e la impor
lazione dei secondi, db che assume grande impor
lanu ai fini della ricostruzione della cu[tura cui e
riferibile la nccropoli, sono iI profilo sodo-economico.

1. Introduction

In the last few decades methods and
techniques prOper to earth sciences have been
increasingly applied in analysing ancient ce
ramics (PEACOCK, 1970; WILLlAMS and
]ENKINS, 1976; HACKENS et al., 1979; VE
RAEGHE, 1979). The philosophy behind such
an approach, exhaustively discussed by the
above mentioned authors, lies in the as
sumption that ceramic is essentially a meta
morphosed sedimentary rock. Hence, mine
ralogical, petrographic and geochemical tech
niques can be used in establishing the
composition of the pastes and in localizing
the soutce of the raw materials. However,
the full potential of earth sciences metho
dologies has not been generally exploited to
date: careful strategies for sampling both
vessels and possible source material have
rarely been designed; it is even more rare
to find more than onc analytical technique
used in the same project, in spite of the fact
that a multi-analytical approach has proved
to be both feasible and wortwhile (WILLlAMS
and JENKINS, 1976). This is particularly true
for the majority of studies carried out in
Italy where the cooperation between the
geologist and the archaeologist is still in its
infancy, presumably due to the humanistic
formation of the laner (MARIANI et al., 1960;
DE ANGELlS et al., 1961; GUERRESCHI,
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1966; MANNONI, 1980; WILLlAMS, 1980;
BARKA BAGNASCO c=t aI., 1981).

The ponery from the First Iron Age ne
cropolis at Torre Mordillo (Spezzano Alba
nese, Cosenza) displays features which enable
it to be divided into two distinct groups
nadirionaJly named coarse-dark·unclecorated
and fine-light painted, respectively. For a
better understanding of such features and
for relating them to the manufacture proces
ses and compositional characteristics, objecti
ve methods have been applied in this inve·
stigation. These methods include both tech
nological examination, whose results will be
more exhaustively illustrated in a forth.
coming paper by the same authors, and
mineralogical, petrographic and geochemical
analyses, here presented and discussed. An
attempt is then made to identify a possible
source for the raw materials used by com
paring vessel samples with samples of all the
rock units outcropping in the necropolis area.
The ultimate scope is so that of establishing
the provenance of the two groups of pottery
and evaluating their cultural significance.

2. The Tone lUordillo site

2.1. Archaeological Set/ing

The Torre Mordillo necropolis was exca
vated in 1888 and the digged material was
partly published in the same year (PASQUl,
1888). Since a detailed description of the
archaeological features is behind the scope
of this paper, here it will be sufficient to
mention that the necropolis consisted of 229
single graves containing the remains and the
personal belongings of the deceased (metal
weapons, tools and jewelry; pottery vessels,
etc.). Due to the number of graves and wealth
of the objects found, Torre Mordillo is con
sidered one of the finest examples of the so
called «Fossa-Grave Culture., present in
Southern Iraly during the First Iron Age
(IX-VIII centuries B.C.).

2.1.1. Pot/ery

Of the 237 vessels found during the exca
vation, 166 can be referred to the coarse
dark-undecorated and 71 to the fine-light
painted groups, called A and B, respectively
in the present paper.

Fig. 1. - Two examples of Tom: Mordillo pollcry
from Group A (Ie£l) me!. Group B (right),
respectively.

The paste, color and decoration, together
with the shape - the former simply de
scribed, the latter ranged by type - no
toriously form the corner-stones of the
traditional classification of these vessels.

As previously mentioned, such features
have been firstly related to the technical
processes whereby they have been deter
mined, namely forming, shaping, finishing,
painting, firing (CARRARA et al., in progress).
As a result, the pottery in Group A (fig. 1
left) has exhibited a very wide range of
variations, while that in Group B (fig. 1 right)
has appeared to be rather homogeneous.
Yet, both groups can be lead to manu
facture procedures basically unitary within
but diverging between in their every phase.

Consequently, the traditional classification
criteria appear in good agreement with and
substantially confirmed by the technological
data.

2.2. Geomorphological and Geological St/
ling

The site area is located about 15 km from
the Ionian Sea where the Crati river and its
main left tributaries, the Esaro and Cascile,
join to form a wide alluvial plain - the
Plain of Sibari - bounded to the north and
south by the Pollino and Sila massifs, re
spectively (6g. 2). Locally, elongated hills
with steep sides and Bat tops rise at different
(40 to 100 m) elevations above the plain.
These hills represent the erosional remnants
of various orders of terraces, from Upper
Pliocene to Olocene in age and from marine
to continental in nature, which reBect the
intense neotectonic and geomorphic activity
that characterized the north-eastern part of
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Calabria in the recent past (VEZZANI, 1968;
BoUSQUET, 1973; VERSTAPPEN, 1977). On
the top of the terf1lced surface of one of
these hills, the archaeological site remains
are to be found.

The site area, which is about 1000 m long
and 300 m wide and which lies 60 m above
rhe adjacent plain, is bounded by very steep
slopes on the northen, western and southern
sides, whereas it is connected to the foot-hills
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Terraced marine deposits
(Quaternary)

Sands and conglomerates
(Upper Pliocene)

Blue marly clays
(Middle-Upper Pliocene)

Sands and conglomerates
(Middle Pliocene)

Substratum

composed of sedimentary and igneous.
metamorphic rocks crop out locally.
Quaternary terraced sandy and conglo
meratic deposits: this unit consists of
medium to fine-grained, well-sorted sands
and conglomerates with a sandy matrix
and generally well·rounded elements de
rived from igneous metamorphic rocks.
These sediments are terraced in various
order and frequently covered by terra·
rossa produced from the weathering of
the conglomerate elements (VERSTAPPEN,
1977). The hill-top, where the archaeo
logical rests are, is underlain by these
deposits.

Fig. J. - StI1lcigI1lphic sequence of the rock unilS
olltcropping in the study area.

of the Sila to the east.
From a geological point of view, the lower

part of the Crati valley is underlain by a
thick sequence of Olocene coarse grained
sediments (mainly gravels and sands) and by
Pliocene-Quatemary sandy<layey and conglo
meratic deposits, which rest unconformably
on Paleozoic to Upper Miocene igneous
(granites), metamorphic (gneiss, schist, phyl.
lite, metabasite) and sedimentary (limestone,
marl, clay, conglomerate) rocks. The latter
crop out to the north and to the south,
forming the carbonatic sequence of the Pol
lino mountains and the crystalline rocks of
the Sila massif: both of them constitute the
source material of the youngest (Pliocene·
Quaternary) terranes which, because of their
primary interest to the present investigation,
are briefly illustrated as follows (6g. 3).

Middle Pliocene sands and conglomerates:
this unit consists of thick bedded conglo
merates with a sandy matrix: and elements
formed by poorly sorted, well·rounded
pebbles derived from igneous metamor·
phic rocks belonging to the Sila massif.
Middle-Upper Pliocene blue marly days:
the previously described terranes are
stratigraphically overlain by a thick se
quence of clays, marly clays and sandy
days, all blue in color.

- Upper Pliocene sands and conglomerates:
coarse-grained sands, alternating with
marly clays and gravels, rest confor
mably on the blue marly clays deposits.
Lenses of conglomerates with elements

3. Data colleclion nnd 8nalY8i8

3.1. Sampling

To perform sampling, a total of 35 sam
ples has been collected from the two groups
of vessels, namely 21 from the first (A) and
14 from the second (B). It is worth noting
that not only the two groups themselves,
but also the types within the groups were
represented.

So that damage could be avoided or con
tained, the specimens for mineralogical and
geochemical analyses have been taken in the
form of powder by drilling in the base,
whereas those used in petrographic analysis
were small chips from a broken edge.

At the same time, all the rock units out
cropping both in the site and adjacent areas
have been sampled for a total of 19 samples
partitioned as follows: 3 from Middle Plio
cene marly clays; 5 from Upper Miocene
sands and conglomerates; 9 from terraced
Quaternary sandy and conglomerate sedi
ments; 2 from the alluvial deposits in the
Casdle river (fig. 2).

Following the previously outlined strategy
(see Introduction), to sift the samples for
data a muhianalytical approach has been
adopted as the most productive one, and,
among the available techniques, mineralo
gical, petrographic and geochemical analyses
have been selected for the interrelated in
formation they provide.

3.2. Min~ralogica/ analY5is

Within the framework of the present in
vestigation, all the vessels and rock unit
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Fig. 4. - Triangular diagI'1lms showing P, Q and
C phases for -all the samples. Pottcry samples
abovc; symbols: circle = Group A; square"" Group
B. Rock unit samples below; fields: 1 =mady
clays; 2 "" sands and conglomeratcs; 3 "" Coscilc
river alluvial dcposits; 4 = terraced deposits.

application. Therefore, this analytical proce
dure has been applied to both rock and
vessel samples. As a result, the vessels in the
A group have proved to be characterized by
a very heterogeneous texture, with crystals
varying in size (from 0.25 10 2.0 mm), shape
and distribulion (fig. , left). The most com
mon cryslals were quartz, plagioclase (andesi
ne), K-feldspar (mkrocline), followed by
minor biotite, white-mica, garnet, pyroxene
(augite), olivine and various other accessory
minerals (zircon, apatile, iron oxide, eec.).

c
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samples have been analized by a standard
X-ray diffraction procedure in order to esta
blish their mineralogical composition. Such
procedure, applied to the study of ceramics
by BIMSON (1967) and MAGGETTI (1980),
has been discussed by PEACOCK (1970) and
SHEPARD (1976), to whom the reader is refer
red for its potential and pitfalls.

For what Group A is concerned, it has
proved to be characterized by the occurrence
of quartz, iJlite, plagioclase and K-feIdspar.
The mineralogical composition of Group B
appeared to be nearly the same except that
less clay minerals and more calcite and do
lomite have been found. The rock samples
also showed a rather similar composition as
they contained quartz, illite, muscovite,
plagioclase and K-feldspar. However, more
calcite and dolomite have been detected in
the samples of marly clay, Pliocene sands
and conglomerates, and alluvial deposits than
in the vessel samples; on the other hand,
carbonates appeared to be almost absent in
the Quaternary sands and conglomerates.

The results of mineralogical analysis are
displayed in the triangular diagrams in fig. 4,
where quartz, plagioclase and calcite phases
for all the available samples are plotted (the
quantity of clay minerals was insufficient to
enable them to be included in the analysis).
From a visual ins~tion of the above dia
gram in fig. 4, it is apparent that all the
Group A and most of Group B exhibit
similar quarrz/plagioclase/calcite ratios, with
only 5 Group B vessel samples characterized
by the presence of more abundant calcite
and plagioc1ase. On the other hand, litho
logical samples show a much wider variety
in composition, which, as clearly illustrated
by the below diagram in fig. 4, is by far
greater between than within the rock units.
Again referring to fig. 4, it is apparent that
quartz and plagioclase in the Quaternary
sands and conglomerates are in the same ratio
as in the vessels of Group A and almost
the same of Group B.

3.3. Petrographic analysis

The value of petrographic approach to
ceramic studies has been pointed out by
SHEPARD (1966,1976), PEACOCK (1970) and
WILLlAMS and ]ENKINS (1976), who have
also provided meaningful examples of its
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Fig_ 5. - Thin sections of Group A (!eh) and. Group B (righl) pottery samples, respectively.

Rock fragm~nts from metamorphic (gneiss
and schist) or granitic rocks appeam:!. to be
fairly frequenl. Some metabasite fragments
(ophiolite suites) could also be found. All
these elements were lying in a matrix optical
ly unresoluble because of its very fine size
and oxidAtion processes undergone during
firing.

The second group of pottery has shown a
much more homogeneous texture since all
the clasts (crystals, crystal or rarely rock
fragments) had a nearly equal size (from
0.25 to 050 mm) and shape and uniform
distribution (6g. 5 right). Quartz, biotite,
K·£eldspar and plagioclase were the most
common constituents of the dasts, while in
the matrix many small Bakes of white-mica
could be detected. The occurrence of rear grog
(crushed pottery) should also be mentioned.
The matrix, which was very linely crystallized,
appeam:l strongly oriented; structures wrap
ping around larger elast or grog ff1lgments
have bttn observed in some samples; the
same preferred orientation was shown by a

series of elongated cavities, probably gene
f1Ited by the ~Iease of Co" from the carbo
nate present in small amount in the f1IW
material. Lastly, it is worth nothing that
different grades of crystallinity could be
distinguished in the matrix of the pottery
group under study; likewise, two zones
sharply defined, corresponding to the pre
viously mentioned ourer/darker and inner/
lighter layers, could be noticed in the wall
of some vessels.

As regards the rock samples, only those
collected from the Quaternary terraced sands
and conglomerates have proved petrographi
cally similar to the material of Group A
pottery. These samples we~ characterized
by the occurrence of rock and crystal frag
ments of various size and shape, lying in a
medium to fine-gf1lined matrix. Crystals were
made of quartz, plagioclase, K-feldspar and
minor pyroxene and garnet; whereas, rock
fragments were derived from granitic rocks
and, more f1Irely, from high to medium gf1lde
metamorphosed terf1lnes (gneiss, schist, phyl-
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The lint' samples belong to Group A, the others
10 Group B. - = not deletmined.

from carbonatic rocks have bttn found.

3.4. Geochemical analysis
The theoretical background together with

examples of the application of geochemical
analyses to ceramic project are provided by
the above mentioned authors, to whom
WILSON (1978) and MAGGETII (1980) should
be .dded.

For the present investigation, main and
trace elements have been analyzed through
the X.ray fluorescence method proposed by
FRANZINI and LEONl (1972) and LEaNl and
S.... ITT.... (1976). MgO content has been de·
termined by atomic absorption; Fe2 ' has
been titrated with K....cr:01, and weight loss
has bttn determined by heating to 9000 C.
Precision is equal to 5 go for the main
elements, while it ranges from 5 go to 20 %
for the trace elements.

The results obtained when the main ele
ments and some of the trace elements (Nb.
Sr, Zr, Y, Rb) of vessel and rock samples
were investigated are listed in tab. 1 and 2.
respectively. In addition, in 6g. 6 to 8 t~
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lite and metabasite). In a few samples a
small to very small quantity of dasts derived
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Fig. 6. - CaD, K.o. AlA, MgO versus SiC. plots for aU the pottery and rock unit samples. Symbols:
ejrcle = Group A ponery; square = Group B pottery; triangular = terfllced deposits; asu,isk = other
roclt unil.S.

data are displayed after t~ir grouping ac
cording to vessel (Group A and B) or litho
logic (Pliocene sands, conglomerates and
marly days, and Quaternary terraced sands
and conglomeI'lltes) classes. The latter
grouping is based on the outcomes of the
previously described mineralogical and petro
graphic analyses. Within each vessel group,
the samples show a good similarity of their
main elements; conversely, bet:ween the two
groups they greatly differ: in the case of
SiOdCaO and SiO::/K::O plots, for example,
they fall into two completely distinct fields,
and in the case of SiO:/Ah03 and SiO:/
MgO plots they are still remarkably du
ferenciated (6g. 6). Likewise, whereas the
otMr lithologic unit samples scatter throug
hout the diagram field, the Quaternary sand
and conglomerate specimens form a relatively
narrow cluster, which lies near the Group A
vessels (fig. 6). This result deserves to be
further stressed; the Group A is generally
separated from the Group B and almost

systematically associated with the Quater
nary ~ents, whilst the Group B does
not coincide either with the latter or with
any other sampled rock unit.

What has been observed for the main
elements also holds true for the trace ele·
ments. As shown in 6g. 7·8, the chemical
composition of the two groups of vessels
differ to an equal or even greater extent (see
e.g. the diagrams of Ti/Zr and Zr/Y (6g. 7 a
and b), and the diagrams Zt-Y-Nb and
Ti-Zt-Y (fig. 8). In fact Group A exhibits
higher values of Zr and Nb, lower values
of Rb and Sr and comparable values of Ti
with respect to Group B, and once again
Group A and Quaternary sediments fields
virtually overlap, while Group B lies apart.

4. Diacu88ion

As mentioned in the introduction, the oc
currence of wares characterized by two sets
of macroscopically different features led to
arrange them in two classes. However, the
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validity of [his classification had still to be
proved.

A first step in this direction is represented
by the teechnological examination, which has
enabled the differences observed to be related
to twO distinct manufacture processes, thus
giving them an objective dimension.

The mineralogical analysis that has been
carried out to further substantiate the pre·
vious results, has failed in her aim. On the
positive side, however, it allowed to discri
minate between the Pliocene and the Qua.
ternary rock unit samples and to ascertain
the similarity between the laner and the
ware samples.

The petrographic analysis, on the other
hand, has made a major contribution to the
characterization of both vessels and Iitholo
gic units as well as to the localization or the
source material of the former. In fact, firstly
this analysis has helped to establish the com·
position of each pottery group samples, then
pointing out - to stress the mOSt relevant
divergen~ - that garnet, pyroxene and
metamorphic rock fragments present in the
first group (Al, are totally lacking in the
second (B). In addition, it has provided evi-
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Fig. 7. - Y ,od Ti venU$ Zr (_ and b) and Rb
versus Sr (c) pk>u for all the pottc:ry 'od rock
unil samples. Simbols IS in fig. 6. Ratios in ppm.

den~ that the size, degree of sorting and
distribution of the clastic components dra.
stically differ in the twO groups: these: dif
ferences depending on the composition and
elaboration of the raw material, clearly wit
ness diverse manufacture processes. The pe
trographic analysis has also enabled finer
distinctions to be made within the second
group (B) on the ground of the degree of
orientation of the phyJlosilieatie fraction and
grade of crystallinity of the matrix. If the

z,

z, , ,

" • "

N'

Fis. 8. - Triangular diagwns showing Zr, Ti, Y and Y, Zr, Nb for ,n the pottery and rod unit
samples. Ratios in ppm. Simbols as in hg. 6.
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former must be related to varied methods
of manufacturing and the latter to diverse
temperature gradient during firing, together
tery material of the A group reflect the
co-existence of more than one workshop.
Lastly, this analysis has pointed out that the
rock fragments and the minerals in the pot
tery material of the A group reflect the
geology of the area covered by the survey
in that they can be associateq with the
Quaternary terraced deposits.

The geochemical analysis has shown that a
remarkable difference occurs in the compo
sition of the two groups of wares for the
main as well as for the trace elements and,
again, an equally remarkable similarity can
be noticed between the first group of vessels
and the Quaternary lithologic units. This
result requires a more detailed discussion.
The above mentioned difference cannot find
its explanation in the changes undergone by
the raw material during rhe pottery manu
facturing. In fact, where the material used
in making the first group was the same of the
second modified, such modification would
have involved either elimination or addition
of raw material. Should the elimination have
occurred, then the component eliminated has
to be identified - to take the extreme pos
sibilities - either with the coarser portion
(quartz) or with the finer one (clay minerals).
Now, a subtraction of quartz would have
brought apart a reduction of Si02 and then
a relative increase in the other elements,
but would not account for the decrease in
such elements as Zr and Nb. Likewise, an
elimination of the phyllosilicatic fraction
would have involved a drastic decrease of
the AI and K values, that has not been
observed. In addition, the different Nb, Y,
Zr and Ti contents and values· of the firsr
and second groups of pottery, respectively,
rule out the hypothesis that the same source
material was used for both. On the other
hand, if modification was obtained by adding
some other material to .thar used in manu
facturing the A group, again two possibilities
can be considered: first, the added material
was drawn from the necropolis area or from
its environs; second, the material was de
rived from outside. The 6rst case can be
excluded in that all the terranes, with the
exception of the Quaternary terraced deposits

(used for the Group A), bear a fairly large
amount of calcite, whose release during
firing notoriously (CARUSO, 1979) produces
cracking. The second hypothesis cannot be
accepted or rejected on the ground of the
available geochemical data. However, from
an archaeological point of view, the trading
of vessels or of raw material rises very si
milar socio-economic questions. In addition,
examples of imported raw material for the
production of ceramics are very poorly wit
nessed in the litterature (SCHNEIDER et aI.,
1978).

5. Conclusions

All the investigations previously illustrated
lead co considerations of various orders and
degrees. Firstly, the technological examina
tion together with the scientific analyses have
enabled an objective classification to be set
tled, which is indipendent of, even if coin
ciding with the traditional one. Besides, the
petrographic and especially the geochemical
analyses have helped provide information
concerning the source material used for the
pottery. From this, apart from the obvious
methodological inferencese, meaningful ar
chaeological deductions can be drawn. It can
be stated in fact that the first group of pottery
is made of heterogeneous, coarse material
corresponding to that of the Quateernary de
posits of the necropolis area. Though other
parts of Calabria may have a comparable
geology, there is no reason to doubt that this
group (which represents the greatest propor
tion of the Torre Mordillo production) was
manufactured locally. The fact that the raw
material used is apparently the least suitable
to the purpose, can be explained by recalling
that all the terranes outcropping in the ne
cropolis area and its environs, except for the
Quaternary sediments, are rich in calcium.
In other words, the material used was not
only the easiest to be obtained, but practi
cally the only one utilizable within a range
of almost 50 km. Where the second group
of pottery is concerned, it was found that
the raw material used cannot be related to
any local source. Such a result would there.
fore support the hypothesis rhat the vessels
in Group B were imported, with all the im
plications that this involves. The occurrence
of a large scale trade of wares, hitherto
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unsuspected, throws in fa.ct a new light on
the socio-economic organisation of tha.[ time.
The final goal of the present investigation is
therefore a better understanding of the pot
tery in relationship to the local culture of

the Firsl Iron Age as a. whole.
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